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Innovation. The word of the twenty-first century. There has never been as much in-

novation going on as there is now. And there has never been as much demand for 

it. A bizarre paradox. So are we innovating in the most effective way?

Life on our planet is changing dramatically. Sooner rather than later, we need to look 

for new ways to survive. Innovation today should serve just one goal: the quest for a 

universal survival model. This is the only way that our future can be guaranteed.

five basic values

For me, true innovation is contained in ancient principles. I created my survival phi-

losophy based on five key values that I gleaned from my experiences, education and 

business philosophies. We all know these values, but we have to dig deep in our con-

sciousness these days to discover their origins. And yet these basic principles contain 

the renewal that we – and our planet – so crave. By reactivating these basic values, we 

are laying down a new, more sustainable path to the future. These five values are our 

new foundation:

VALUE 1 REspEct NAtURE
VALUE 2 AwAkE thE ARtist
VALUE 3 DREAm A FUtURE

VALUE 4 cREAtE EmotioN
VALUE 5 BUiLD BRiDgEs

intelligence, emotion and spirituality

The five values are based on three components, which are present in everyone: intelli-

gence, emotion and spirituality. The first three values – Respect	Nature, Awake	the	Artist 

and Dream	a	Future – are the simplest for Westerners to adopt. We mainly use the left-

hand side of our brain for these – the same side as logic, reason, facts, and evidence. 

The other two are a throwback to the emotional and spiritual person within. To fully 

understand them and to realise their importance, we must appeal to the right-hand 

side of our brain. We have to open ourselves up to something that we may not be able 

to grasp immediately.

At this moment, man is being confronted with the terrible consequences of some-

thing he himself has caused. His negative impact on the planet is becoming more 

evident every day. Now he must prove his worth – and he can’t do that just with the 

mathematical mind that has dominated thinking in modern times. We need more 

creativity, emotion and a collective dream. And above all, we need a sense of belong-

ing that makes committed collaboration possible, so that we can realise our dream 

for the future.
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five archetypes

I link one archetype to each basic value, making five archetypes in total. These arche-

types are present in every society and, to a certain extent, in every human being. My 

thinking has been inspired by the principles of the ancient tribes, because the combi-

nation of various characteristics enabled these tribes to survive. A monoculture died 

out. Even today, these five archetypes need to be represented in every layer of society. 

This means that every company needs to have them too, to really innovate. By allow-

ing these different characters to work together openly and critically, we are laying the 

foundations for sustainable results and future-oriented decisions.

VALUE 1
Respect Nature – the Green Engineer

He respects nature and the circle of life.

VALUE 2
Awake the Artist – the Artist

He awakes the artist within us.

VALUE 3
Dream a Future – the Visionary

He dreams about our future and builds 

the sustainable path to achieving it.

VALUE 4
Create Emotion – the Motivator 

He creates emotion and inspires us to 

cooperate.

VALUE 5
Build Bridges – the Navigator 

He builds bridges between our spirits.

a sustainable alternative 

In this book, I present an alternative to every outmoded way of thinking and every 

tried and tested method. Right now, we have one foot in the old world and the other in 

the new. The transition is already in full flow. That’s why there is both a hard and a soft 

copy of my book; it acts as a bridge between what we know and where we want to go.

I want to use this book to contribute to a better way of living and a more sustainable 

way of doing business. I want to use my alternative path for each value to show that 

innovation is feasible. I want to show that things can be done differently – no, have	to 

be done differently. We are the last generation that can still make a difference. Inno-

vation is no longer a choice but an absolute necessity. It is up to us: innovate or die ...
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THE
fire = evolution?

The source of human civilisation as we know it is fire. Fire determined the strength 

of the human being. Fire is the engine of everything; fire and burning have catapulted 

man from zero to hero. A life without fuel is unthinkable these days ...

Nevertheless, of the four basic elements, fire has also proven to be the most devastat-

ing. Our water, our air and our earth feel its impact every day.

The question of whether fire has enabled human evolution is therefore central in this 

first section, because my first value – Respect	 Nature – demands respect for all four 

natural elements: earth, water, air and fire, and it is technology that connects them all.

Going way back in time is part of my quest for answers: to the foundations of West-

ern civilisation. According to Greek mythology, man was given fire by Prometheus, 

who stole it from the gods of Olympus. It soon emerged that his gift was not all that 

it seemed ...

the myth of fire: prometheus’ stolen gift

Fire was invaluable to the Greek gods. When Prometheus stole a lighted torch from 

Olympus, the consequences were far-reaching. Prometheus gave fire from the gods 

to mankind because he saw that man was unhappy. This act meant he incurred the 

wrath of the almighty Zeus, who punished him by chaining him up on a mountain. 

An eagle came every day to feast on his liver, but as Zeus made it grow back each night, 

the eagle would simply return the following day.

The Olympic flame  The Olympic flame originated from this myth: the Romans 

kept the flame in the temple of Zeus burning throughout the games to keep the mem-

ory of the theft alive. The tradition of carrying the flame is still an integral part of 

every Olympic Games.

Fire in human hands  Thanks to his act of thievery, Prometheus played a key role 

in the history of mankind, because humans went on to make good use of that stolen 

gift. Fire was the basis of a true transformation: man evolved from a low, insignificant 

creature to an almost divine creation. The ability to deal with fire in a responsible 

way meant a drastic change in human ways of living. People were able to warm them-

selves. They were better equipped to keep wildlife at a distance, as animals appeared 

to have a primal fear of fire. They could also use flames to sharpen spears, which made 

hunting easier. They roasted meat and were able to eat a more varied diet, which al-

lowed them to ingest nutrients more quickly. Human health and life expectancy thus 
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also improved significantly. Improved living conditions and more free time meant 

the human brain could develop.

Pandora’s Box: all the sins of the world  Zeus didn’t just punish Prometheus for 

his betrayal; he also punished man. He sent Pandora to bring disaster on them. Pan-

dora was given many good gifts by the gods: Athena gave her intelligence and talent 

and Aphrodite gave her the beauty of a goddess. Hermes, however, gave her the gift 

of speech, a deceitful nature and shameless thoughts. She also had a characteristic 

that was to have terrible consequences: curiosity. Zeus gave Pandora to Prometheus’ 

brother along with a box that contained all the misfortune of the world. The curious 

Pandora opened the box and brought disease and disaster to the earth. She tried to 

close the lid quickly, but the only thing still left inside the box was hope.

Fire as a symbol  Prometheus means the	forward-thinking	one. Fire could therefore 

be a symbol for inspiration and intelligence because, thanks to altered living condi-

tions, humans suddenly had the ability to think about more than simply surviving. 

There was now room for deeper thoughts and ideas. Thanks to the advances brought 

about by fire, humans developed far more swiftly than other living beings on earth. 

In The	Secret	Doctrine,	HP Blavatsky refers to the myth of Prometheus as ‘the allegory of 

the pilgrimage of man, in which thought is the hero who overcomes evil forces and 

eventually regains a state of wisdom and freedom’.

Evolution?  The crucial question is whether man has really used that wisdom to 

improve his lot. And whether he has seized his new freedom as an opportunity to 

create a better future ... I don’t think the answer is a definite ‘no’ just yet – although 

I do think that moment is getting closer. It is clear that humans have not dealt with 

Prometheus’ gift in the most efficient way. Yet we now need to carry on with the hope 

that remained in Pandora’s Box, because that will be imperative to ensuring our abil-

ity to survive.
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from myth to reality: the earth is suffering

I believe respecting nature starts with one crucial insight, which is that the earth did 

create a perfect equilibrium once upon a time. This was a balanced system that made 

millions of life forms possible. For a long time, man was just one of many small com-

ponents. Then, one day, he disturbed that unique equilibrium and irreversibly affect-

ed all ecosystems designed so carefully by the earth. Man’s decisions formed the basis 

of a profound change for nature: global warming and a drastic change in the habitat 

of all life forms. In short, this wasn’t just climate change but a profound modification 

of our biotope.

Climate change and a system thrown off balance
AN AgE-oLD phENomENoN  Climate change has been an issue at various stages 

throughout the history of the earth. Average temperatures rise and fall, air currents 

and water cycles change… the climate and weather are constantly changing. During 

the ice ages, it was significantly colder on earth than it is today, but there have also 

been periods when the average temperature was a lot higher. Some changes in cli-

mate came about gradually, whereas others came about more quickly and had a major 

impact on the earth, although this was not as high everywhere.

Changing weather conditions has different causes. For example, a change in solar 

activity can temporarily affect temperatures. The ‘Little Ice Age’ in Europe – between 

1600 and 1800 – was caused by this. Even volcanic eruptions affect the weather. The ash 

and sulphur released during an eruption block the sun’s rays and cause a slightly lower 

temperature for a number of years. Changes in ocean currents and air currents also in-

fluence the weather. For example, the El Niño phenomenon, in which sea water along 

the equator in the eastern Pacific Ocean warms up, is directly related to local rainfall.

thE BALANcE: thE gREENhoUsE EFFEct AND photosyNthEsis  The temperature on 

earth – and therefore the weather – is closely related to two natural processes: global 

warming and photosynthesis. Our planet uses both to maintain a balance in nature.

gREENhoUsE EFFEct: thE EARth UNDER A BELL jAR  The interplay between the sun, 

atmosphere and earth determines the temperature on the planet. The sun gives off 

rays to the earth, which in turn sends the heat from the sun’s rays back into the atmos-

phere. Some of these leave the atmosphere immediately; the others are absorbed by 

the earth, which re-radiates the energy in the form of infrared radiation or heat. It is 

this radiation that is partially absorbed by gases which occur naturally in the atmos-

phere. This creates the effect of a conservatory or greenhouse: the heat is retained, so 

the temperature rises. Carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) – the most impor-

tant of the so-called greenhouse gases – play an important role in this effect. Thanks 
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to the greenhouse effect, the average temperature on earth is about 15 degrees Cel-

sius, rather than –18. In other words, this process makes life possible.

photosyNthEsis: co2 tURNs iNto oxygEN  Nature maintains its own balance by 

controlling the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by way of photosynthesis. 

Plants use light energy to absorb CO2 and to turn it into oxygen. They also form carbohy-

drates from the CO2 and water. This means that the flora on earth is crucial to life. For-

ests and seas are carbon dioxide warehouses and they act as the lungs of our earth. They 

reduce the amount of CO2 in the air, which means the atmosphere does not warm up too 

much. In short, they keep the planet cool and ensure that the system remains stable.

The greenhouse effect and photosynthesis are, in other words, two natural processes 

which together keep temperatures on earth under control and optimise the composi-

tion of our air – or rather, that’s what happens if they are able to carry out their work 

as normal. Throughout the centuries, other natural processes have had an impact on 

this balanced cooperation, but nature has always managed to repair itself. Until now.

thE DiFFERENcE toDAy: ANthRopogENic chANgE  
The current climate change is unlike any previous 

one. Scientists have thought long and hard about 

this for decades, as twentieth century climate change 

could not be fully explained by natural processes. The 

conclusion was rather obvious: human activity was 

the basis of the change. This conclusion launched a pe-

riod of contention and discussion between scientists, 

industrialists and policymakers, given the enormity 

of its economic, ecological and political consequences.

The first step towards recognising the problem has been taken. No one would really 

dare to openly doubt its existence: climate change is a fact and man has caused it. 

However, although the period for discussions and expressing doubt may well be a 

thing of the past, effective measures to tackle the problem have still not been forth-

coming from our world leaders and policymakers, despite the fact that the time for 

action is now! I can only hope that humanity and nature don’t have to wait too much 

longer for us to finally sit up and take note, and that we don’t have to wake up one day 

and realise that it’s too late to resolve the situation.

The turning point: the Industrial Revolution  It didn’t take scientists long to 

establish the point at which the system of global warming and photosynthesis was 

disturbed: the end of the eighteenth century. The Industrial Revolution thus became 

not only a turning point in the history of man, but also in that of nature.

Man has unbalanced the 
system. Humans have 
caused climate change.
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A DiFFERENt LiFE FoR mAN AND FoR NAtURE  The Industrial Revolution affected 

nearly every aspect of daily life in the Western World in particular. The transition 

from manual labour to production by machines running on fuel had an enormous 

impact on how things were done. The invention of the steam engine meant objects 

could suddenly be produced quickly and in large quantities; coal mining gave an addi-

tional boost to steel production; factories and cities started sprouting up everywhere 

and forests had to make room for more factories; and steam engines running on wood 

and coal worked at full speed, meaning production capacity increased significantly.

optiNg FoR moRE timE oR moRE pRoDUctioN

During the Industrial Revolution man made an important decision. The speed and 

efficiency of machine production gave him the opportunity to invest the time he had 

regained in other things, such as personal development and keeping in touch with 

friends and family. Instead he chose to produce more, and it was this mass production 

that would eventually put natural processes under pressure.

A BALANcED systEm BEcomEs oUt oF kiLtER  Since 

the Industrial Revolution, humans have been emit-

ting increasing amounts of greenhouse gases into 

the air – in particular carbon dioxide (CO2), which is 

primarily emitted by burning fossil fuels for energy, 

heat and transport. Massive deforestation in recent 

centuries means we have fewer green areas to fulfil 

the purifying function of photosynthesis. This is how 

more and more carbon dioxide is emitted into the air. 

Humans have changed the composition of the atmos-

phere dramatically over the past two centuries.

moRE AND moRE gREENhoUsE gAsEs  It is this increase of the amount of greenhouse 

gases in the atmosphere that causes global warming. The gases work like a kind of 

braking system, which prevents the earth from getting rid of the sun’s heat as easily 

as it used to. This means that our thin atmosphere becomes increasingly thicker and 

retains more infrared rays. This in turn warms up the lower atmospheric layers while 

the highest atmospheric layers get less heat.

The best known of the greenhouse gases is carbon dioxide. Discussions about ad-

dressing climate change are therefore usually about how to reduce CO2 emissions. 

Yet carbon dioxide is not the only greenhouse gas that causes damage. The increased 

amount of methane (CH4) – which holds twenty times more heat than carbon diox-

ide – is also problematic. Methane is mainly emitted by livestock. Population growth 

Man has changed the 
composition of the 

atmosphere: the balance 
has been disturbed.
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means meat production has increased and the amount of methane in the air contin-

ues to rise. Other greenhouse gases with a heavy impact on nature’s balance include 

black carbon, halogenated alkanes, nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide and volatile or-

ganic hydrocarbons.

The production of electricity and heat is responsible for a quarter of greenhouse gas 

emissions. Deforestation ranks second at 18 per cent. Transport, industry and agricul-

ture also contribute to pollution – each is responsible for about 14 per cent of emis-

sions.

REDUcED LUNg cApAcity oF thE EARth  The earth’s surface consists of about four 

billion hectares of forest: that is about one third of the total land area. Deforestation 

has been going on for centuries, but it has been taking place ever more frequently in 

recent decades. This creates a twofold problem: more carbon dioxide and fewer puri-

fying trees.

The destruction of forests is responsible for around one fifth of annual carbon dioxide 

emissions. Forests are burned for agricultural purposes, like establishing plantations 

and livestock farming. Brazil and Indonesia in particular are engaging in deforesta-

tion on a large scale. In Indonesia, this is done in order to establish palm oil planta-

tions. More forest is felled and the land is drained by setting fire to the peat. The palm 

oil is used for the food industry and for the production of biodiesel, although this last 

usage is coming increasingly under fire. This is because a life cycle analysis spanning 

several years showed that the entire process for the production of this biofuel emits 

more carbon dioxide into the air than the plantations can extract from it.

Deforestation thus contributes to global warming in two ways. On the one hand, 

trees that are destroyed emit carbon dioxide and this goes into the atmosphere. On 

the other hand, there are fewer trees to extract carbon dioxide from the air and turn it 

into oxygen. In short, just when the earth needs a good set of lungs more than ever, it 

has to deal with a reduced lung capacity.

coNstANtLy oN thE LookoUt FoR moRE ENERgy  Where do we get the fossil fuels 

that pollute our earth? Well, paradoxically, from the earth itself. The earth’s crust was 

formed during the Precambrian era, which began 4.56 billion years ago. There was a 

lot of volcanic activity and a lot of meteorites and comets hit the earth. At the begin-

ning of this period, the atmosphere consisted mainly of carbon dioxide, methane and 

ammonia. At a later stage, the atmosphere cooled down rapidly since almost all of the 

methane had disappeared from it. In recent centuries, humans started to mine the 

oil and gas supplies, hidden in the depths of the earth, which originated during this 

period. They opened up Pandora’s Box …
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The amount of fossil fuels that we need today to meet our basic needs is increasing 

all the time. We now need more energy to achieve the same effect, simply because 

our energy fields are further and further away. The result is entropy, a drastic depre-

ciation. We used up the resources in our immediate vicinity – such as the wood of 

the forests we lived in – quite quickly. This meant we had to get energy out of the 

ground: lignite, coal, oil, gas. We had to look ever deeper to find these fossil fuels. We 

made it more and more difficult for ourselves and so we also needed more complex 

technology. The scarcer the resources became, the more risks we took, all for the sake 

of comfort and lifestyle and to be able to keep up with population growth. The result 

is an increasingly large ecological footprint and an ever-growing water footprint (see	

box,	page	48	&	54).

Our climate: from stable to variable  Greenhouse gas levels and global tempera-

tures have fluctuated since the planet came into existence. Scientists established this 

by examining the isotope ratio of oxygen in sludge from the ocean floor. Their re-

search produced data on evaporation and precipitation, and therefore on tempera-

ture. The fluctuation of the carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere was in-

vestigated by analysing air bubbles in ancient ice formations. The Belgian Princess 

Elisabeth polar station in Antarctica plays an important role in this type of research 

on glaciers and the climate.

The conclusions of these scientific studies are striking. Over the past 3,000 years, the 

level of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has remained fairly stable, as has the 

average temperature. This biological balance has allowed human civilisation to make 

such a huge leap forwards. It is only since we began burning fossil fuels en	masse and 

emitting greenhouse gases into the atmosphere in many other ways, that we started 

seeing significant changes.

iNsEpARABLE: co2, tEmpERAtURE AND sEA LEVELs  The relationship between carbon 

dioxide levels, temperature and sea levels is unmistakable: they rise and fall together. 

It is common knowledge that CO2 emissions started increasing dramatically from the 

Industrial Revolution onwards, yet current statistics are staggering. We emit around 

thirty billion tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere every year. Nature ab-

sorbs half of this and the other half is what causes the increased concentration of CO2 

in the atmosphere.

Our climate has remained fairly constant since the last ice age, which took place some 

11,000 years ago. Carbon dioxide levels have never risen above 300 ppm during the 

past 650,000 years. [Ppm stands for ‘parts per million’, the number of particles of car-

bon dioxide in each million of other particles.] Almost two and a half centuries ago, 

things started to change: we went from 280 ppm in the middle of the eighteenth cen-
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tury to 385 ppm, where we are now. This means that the amount of carbon dioxide 

in the atmosphere has risen by more than a third since the Industrial Revolution. As 

well as this, annual global greenhouse gas emissions have increased by up to six bil-

lion tonnes since the start of the nineties – a growth of more than 20 per cent!

The average temperature has already risen by about 0.8 degrees Celsius. A study by 

the UN Environment Programme shows that the period from 2000 to 2009 saw the 

highest ever greenhouse gas emissions, and this decade was also the warmest ever. 

The results of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) show an aver-

age temperature rise of 0.15 to 0.20 degrees Celsius in each decade. The sea level also 

increased as rising temperatures melted the ice on glaciers and ice caps. The impact 

that humans have had on the planet in recent decades is bigger than ever. During the 

years to come this will not only affect nature and our biotope, but every living crea-

ture on this planet. 

A temperature increase with serious conse-
quences  It is already clear that global warming af-

fects all parts of the world. We come across headlines 

about devastating hurricanes, severe floods, disastrous 

droughts and fires when reading our newspapers at 

breakfast. Climate change has serious consequences 

for the health of our ecosystems and the conservation 

of our flora and fauna. The impact grows with each de-

gree that the temperature rises (see	box,	page	57).

RisiNg sEA LEVELs  The rise in sea levels due to the melting of glaciers and ice caps 

will have consequences for the world of the future: coasts will become uninhabitable, 

large parts of the civilised world will be flooded. The effects of climate change are al-

ready a painful reality for the people of Kiribati, a volcanic island group in the Pacific 

Ocean. The islands are just a few centimetres above sea level, which makes increased 

rainfall, more frequent storms and rising sea levels a constant threat to their survival. 

Groundwater is salinated, causing difficulties in growing crops. The islanders have 

already had to move some of their villages.

moRE ExtREmE wEAthER  The weather is set to become even more extreme and 

unpredictable. This is because the temperature of the oceans is increasing. In the 

foreseeable future, strongly rising convection currents and higher wind speeds will 

start to form above warm water, causing severe storms, hurricanes and tornadoes. 

Increased evaporation also means more rainfall. In the last two decades of the twen-

tieth century, we saw an increase of 230 per cent of the number of disasters caused 

by floods. Droughts follow periods of intense rainfall. This creates more forest fires, 

Humans and nature will 
feel the impact of global 
warming all over the world.
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which brings everything that is harmful to the earth’s surface. The result is more car-

bon dioxide in the atmosphere.

scARcity oF DRiNkiNg wAtER   Climate change has also had an impact on our drink-

ing water supply. Humans only drink fresh water, which comes mainly from melting 

glaciers. Just 2.75 per cent of all water on earth is fresh and just over 2 per cent of that 

comes from glaciers. An ice cap acts like a mirror for the sun: it reflects 90 per cent of 

the rays; thus these are not converted into heat. The sea does, however, absorb a lot of 

heat. The consequences are obvious: the less ice there is, the faster the temperature 

rises and the faster the ice disappears. The glaciers are melting away at an alarming 

rate.

Our water supplies are dwindling. The depletion of water resources has tripled in the 

past fifty years. Nowadays, 80 per cent of the population lives in an area with a high 

risk of water shortage. It is becoming increasingly difficult to supply people all over 

the world with drinking water. By 2050, more than 600 million people will no longer 

have access to clean water. Water shortages are expected to be particularly acute in the 

Middle East and Australia.

EcosystEms ARE At Risk, BioDiVERsity is DEcREAsiNg  Climate zones are shifting 

and entire ecosystems are thus being undermined: the habitat of certain plants and 

animals is either disappearing or changing radically. Rivers are drying up, forests are 

withering away. Some life forms are threatened with extinction because they cannot 

adapt quickly enough. Increasing pollution exacerbates this precarious situation. The 

Living Planet Report 2012 by the WWF contains shocking figures. The Living Planet 

Index – which shows the health of our ecosystems and is based on 8,000 groups of 

2,500 vertebrate species – shows that biodiversity in the tropics has decreased by 

60 per cent since the seventies, and that the natural habitat of many species has also 

shrunk since the eighties. One fifth of vertebrate species is at risk of extinction. The 

rhinoceros, orang-utan, gorilla and tiger are among those on the list of endangered 

(or critically endangered) species.
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The situation is no less disturbing in the oceans. Oceans absorb carbon dioxide, which 

affects biological systems as CO2 uptake increases the acidity of the oceans. Some ma-

rine animals, such as shellfish and corals, suffer the painful consequences of this. The 

condition of coral reefs has declined by 38 per cent during the past thirty years. Ex-

tensive pollution means the cod and river dolphin are now also endangered species.


